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jelly n Re-engineered  
jellyfish gene aids 
screening for HIV 
drugs
Drug screening technology, 
which utilizes a re-engineered jel-
lyfish gene, has been patented. 
The technology developed by 
Geneart—a company that pro-
vides solutions for DNA engineer-
ing and processing in the field of 
improved medicine and biotech-
nology—could help in discovering 
new types of antiviral drugs for 
HIV and other viruses. 
 Similar to the fluorescent prop-
erties of jellyfish, the cell-based 
assay produces a fluorescent 
product when it copies the HIV 
virus’s behaviour successfully. 
It means that researchers can 
now identify new antiviral drugs, 
which, for the first time, would tar-
get pathways transferring genetic 
material, a key process of the 
virus’ infection of a human white 
blood cell. 
 Re-engineered 
a gene from 
the jellyfish 
normally 
responsi-
ble for a 
fluorescent 
green protein, 
caused it to transfer 
its information through 
pathways similar to those 
used by the HIV virus. The cell 
lights up once the information 
encoded in the gene’s mRNA is 
transferred to the cytoplasm and 
triggers the production of the fluo-
rescent green protein. 
 It is hoped that drugs that 
target this export mechanism 
may prevent the HIV virus from 
copying itself within the body 
and leave untouched the human 
pathways in healthy cells. ■ 
SOURCE: LABTECHNOLOGIST.COM

A new find shows that Earth’s first 
animal was the ocean-drifting 
comb jelly, not the simple sponge, 
according to a new study that 
has rocked the scientific commu-
nity that had not suspected that 
the earliest creature could be so 
complex.
 Through the study of fossils and 
related animals today, data on 
the planet’s first animal can only 
be inferred. How the discovery 
was made involved the analysis 
of huge volumes of genetic data 
in order to identify the earliest 
splits at the bottom of the ani-
mal tree of life, a hierarchy of 
evolutionary relationships among 
species. The comb jelly was the 
first animal to split off on their 
own evolutionary path from the 
base of this hierarchy. 
Contrary to previous 
thought, it was not 
the less complex 
sponge.
 Study team 
member Casey 

Dunn of Brown University in Rhode 
Island told LiveScience: “This was 
a complete shocker… so shock-
ing that we initially thought some-
thing had gone very wrong.” 
However, rechecking several 
times brought the same results—
the comb jelly. Results of the study 
were published in the April 10 
issue of the journal Nature.
 Comb jellies have a nervous 
system and connective tissues, 
and so are more complex than 
sponges, which do not. However 
they are not true jellyfish even 
though they are squishy and 
have tentacles. True jellyfish have 
a classic bell-shaped body and 
characteristic stinging cells, which 
the comb jelly does not.
 According to researchers, there 
are two evolutionary scenarios 
that can explain why the comb 
jellies would be first among 
animals. Firstly, after branch-
ing off, the comb jelly evolved 
its complexity independent of 
other creatures, and secondly, 
the sponge developed its sim-
pler form from the more complex 
form. This latter scenario under-

scores the fact that “evolution 
is not necessarily just a march 
towards increased complex-
ity,” said Dunn. ■ SOURCE: LIVES-
CIENCE

Inspired by nature—the bionic Jellyfish is here

Detail of 
comb jelly 

from the 27th plate in Ernst 
Haeckel’s Kunstformen der 
Natur (1904), depicting organ-
isms classified as Ctenophorae

edited by 
Peter & Gunild Symes

First Animal on Earth 
Was a Jellyfish

Welcome the AquaJelly and the 
Air Jelly with their structure and 
kinematics based on their bio-
logical model, the unassuming 
jellyfish. Taking inspiration from 
nature and its inherent aesthetic 
beauty, these new projects from 
the Bionic Learning Network of 
Festo—a leading global manu-
facturer of pneumatic and elec-
tromechanical systems, compo-
nents and controls for industrial 
automation—utilize cutting-edge 
technologies. 
 A man-made autonomous jelly 
fish, AquaJelly has an electric 
drive and an intelligent, adap-
tive mechanical system. Fully 
automatic control is possible 
with the aid of mechatronics,  
Festo’s YoYo product, which also 
demonstrates the company’s 
core competency—automation 

with air.
 Consisting of a translucent 
hemisphere and eight tentacles 
used for propulsion, AquaJelly 
has a watertight center that is 
a laser-sintered pressure vessel 
comprised of a central, electric 
drive, two lithium-ion-polymer 
batteries, a charge control 
device and swashplate of servo 
motors.
 A construction design derived 
from the functional anatomy of 
a fish fin called Fin Ray Effect® 
makes up the structure of each 
tentacle. Just like real jellyfish, 
the AquaJelly moves with the 
aid of wave-like contractions 
created by a peristaltic propul-
sion system based on the reac-
tion thrust principle. By shifting 
its weight, the motion of the 
AquaJelly in three-dimensional 

environments is controlled.
 In contrast to AquaJelly, which 
swims through water, AirJelly 
glides through the air. Kept in the 
air by its helium-filled ballonet, 
the remote-controlled AquaJelly 
transports itself with the aid of 
its central electric drive and an 
intelligent, adaptive mechani-
cal system driven by AirJelly’s 
only energy source—two lithium-
ion-polymer batteries—to which 
the central electric drive is 
attached.
 The AirJelly is the first indoor 
flying object that utilizes a peri-
staltic propulsion system and the 
reaction thrust principle, which 
has never before been used 
in aviation history to drive an 
object like a balloon. ■  
SOURCE: FESTO.COM

jelly news
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Diving into Skin…
Sun Protection 
Revisited
 
Just like GirlDivers don’t go 
under the waves without our “life 
support system”, we shouldn’t 
go under the rays without a “life 
support system”. Yes, ladies 
(and gentlemen), we’re talking 
about sun protection. And while 
sometimes this topic seems over 
played, hopefully this article 
will share new information and 
remind you of the need for ade-

quate skin care under 
the sun. 

Growing up as a fair skinned 
red head with a passion 

for the water, I was 
exposed to many a 
nasty burn, leaving my 

skin peeling, blistered and sore. I learned, 
early on, that sunscreen would stop 
the burning, but how I longed for the 
healthy, tanned skin of my peers. As I’ve 
gotten older, the tanned skin of my peers 
is beginning to look leathery, and I have 
learned that the tanned look is not really 
a “healthy” look.   
 There is NO SUCH THING as a safe tan, 
whether from the sun or the latest tech-
nological breakthrough in “safe” tanning 
booths. UVA and UVB rays both have 
harmful effects on your skin. So, what’s 
the difference between the two?
 
UVA: These are the silent killers. You can’t 
feel them, but they can penetrate clear 
glass that doesn’t have a UV block. UVA 
rays cause 80 percent of the damage 
from the sun. Even low exposure to UVA 
destroys your skin’s support structure 
causing sagging, wrinkling, DNA damage 
and ultimately skin cancer.  
 
UVB: These are the burning rays. Within 
the first 60 seconds of walking outside, 
damage from UVB rays begins. The 
impact is immediate and harmful. These 
also attribute to skin cancers. 

Cool facts about sun rays:  
They are there…even when the sun isn’t. 
On cloudy or hazy days, the rays are still 
present and damaging.  
 They can bounce. Surfaces like water, 
cement and grass reflect the rays from 
the ground, so you can get a double 
whammy of sun exposure. A layer of 
water on a diver’s face will magnify the 
exposure.   
 
Enter the sunscreens.  
SPF? UVA/UVB coverage? Waterproof 
sunscreen? Let’s debug some of these 
mysteries.  
 

 
 
 

 
 

SPF (Sunscreen Protection Factor) is sup-
posed to tell you how long you can stay 
in the sun before getting burned. If you 
can normally stay in the sun for 15 min-
utes before turning pink, an SPF 15 will 
allow you to stay in the sun for 3 ½ hours 
without burning. The formula is 15 (min-
utes) x 15 (SPF). 
 
Unfortunately, the SPF only applies to UVB 
rays. Not UVA. Some sunscreens don’t 
even offer UVA protection. And, remem-
ber, UVA is the skin cancer ray. 

So, if you don’t burn easily, can you go 
with a lower SPF? 

Not necessarily. The effectiveness of SPF 
goes up relatively. An SPF 2 blocks about 
50 percent of the UVB rays, an SPF15 
blocks 95 percent and an SPF 30 blocks 
about 97 percent, An SPF higher than 
30 only gives you more time in the sun 
without burning, but does not effectively 
block any additional UVB rays. So, at 
best, you’re going to let approximately 3 
percent of the radiation penetrate your 

Debugging the Sunscreen Factor
Text by Cindy Ross

GirlDiver.com

Dive Diva Skin Care
mermaid

matters
Edited by
Gunild Symes

Skin Cancer Facts: 
The WOW’S of Skin Cancer
 
Wow #1: Skin cancer: the most com-
monly diagnosed cancer in the U.S. 
and Australia, and second in the U.K. 
If detected early, skin cancer has a 90 
percent cure rate.

Wow #2: More than 90 percent of skin 
cancer is caused by sun exposure. 
 
Wow #3: The World Health Organization 
estimates that as many as 65,161 peo-
ple per year worldwide die from too 
much sun, mostly from malignant skin 
cancer. 

Wow #4: There are two types of skin 
cancer: Malignant melanoma and 
non-melanoma (usually basal cell or 
squamous  cell cancers). Melanoma is 
less common (accounting for 4 percent 
of all skin cancer cases) but accounts 

for 79 percent of skin cancer deaths.

Wow #5: While men are twice as likely 
to develop skin cancer, women are 
more likely than men to develop malig-
nant melanoma. The most common 
place for women to get melanoma is 
on the legs. 
 
Wow #6: Early detection works. In Stage 
1 Melanoma, there is a 99 percent five 
year survival rate, whereas Stage 3 
Melanoma has only a 15 percent five 
year survival rate.

THE ABCD’s for early detection  
of Melanoma. Be on alert for:
A – Asymmetry: one half of a mole or 
birthmark does not match the other.
B – Border: the edges of area are irreg-
ular, notched or blurred.
C– Color: the area Is not even in color 
but has differing patches of brown and 
black, sometime white, blue or red.
D – Diameter: the diameter is larger 
than 6 mm or growing larger. ■ 

Dr Lani Simpson of Berkeley, California, has 
developed a coral reef safe line of skin and 
suncare products called, ECOLANI, which is 
chemical free, hypo-allergenic, non-come-
dogenic and ecologically friendly. ECOLANI’s 
ingredients are 100 percent natural and plant 
based

ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS COURTESY  
OF THE MANUFACTURERS

Caribbean Solutions formulator 
and Florida biochemist, Celia 
Ferreira, PhD., says, “We don’t 
need to choose between pro-
tecting our skin and protect-
ing coral reefs... In my experi-
ence, sun products without 
petroleum derivatives actually 
protect the skin better.”
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mermaid
matters

skin, which explains why you still 
might get some color despite lath-
ering sunscreen profusely on your 
skin. 
 Touted as the best sunscreen 
available, La Roche-Posay 
Anthelios XL Lait SPF 60, made by 
L’Oreal, adds a compound known 
as encamsule, or Mexoryl, to their 
screen. This blocks both long and 
short UVA rays for the most effec-
tive coverage available. If this 
product isn’t available, look for 
avobenzone, titanium oxide or zinc 
oxide on the active ingredient list 
for UVA protection.
 To get the best sunscreen pro-
tection, apply the lotion 30 minutes 
prior to exposure to allow active 
ingredients to bond to your skin. A 
second coat, applied 20 minutes 
later, gives maximum filtration of 
the suns rays. Sunscreen doesn’t 
block the rays, rather it acts as a 
filter, diffusing and scattering the 
light rays to reduce exposure and 
damage. 

 Since there is no such thing as a 
truly “waterproof” sunscreen, most 
brands are now using “water resis-
tant” on their packaging, which 
means they need to be reapplied 
if you’ve been swimming, sweating 
or diving for more than 40 minutes. 
No matter what the bottle claims, 
to avoid a burn on holiday, reap-
ply after departing the water every 
time.  
 And for our fair skinned mer-
maids, it’s smart to pack an aloe 
gel in your bags, just in case. Don’t 
assume the resort you’re visiting will 
have sunburn remedies.  To ease 
the pain of a nasty burn, keep 
aloe refrigerated and reapply fre-
quently.  
 Choose your protection care-
fully, and for that bronzed skin look 
that swimsuit models everywhere 
have, you may want to look at self 
tanners. After all, being taken out 
of the underwater world to soothe 
a serious burn on your dive holi-
day…well, it just isn’t worth it. ■

Editor’s note: some sunscreens 
have been found to be damaging 
to coral reefs. Please check the 
label and choose with discretion. 
Seek biodegradable, organic, oil 
free, petroleum derivative free and 
PABA free products where avail-
able. Or wear 50+ SPF (UVF) sun-
screen clothing, or rash gards, to 
minimize use of sunscreen lotions. 
Protect yourself and protect the 
environment.
 According to Environmental 
Health Perspectives, four common 
sunscreen ingredients—octinoxate, 
oxybenzone, 4-methylbenzylidene 
camphor and the preservative 
butylparaben—activate viruses 
that destroy an important symbi-
otic algae that provide nutrients 
to coral through photosynthesis. 
Without this algae, corals bleach 
and die. SOURCE: ENVIRONMENTAL WORK-
ING GROUP (EWG) ■

Beach Buff’s website says its prod-
ucts truly are reef-safe in a state-
ment written by an official who is 

a diver. They use Titanium Dioxide, 
a category one sunscreen, to help 

block out UV rays in their high SPF 
product (with no whitening), Octyl 

Salicylate to help protect against 
UVB rays, Benzophenone-3 and Octyl 

Methoxycinnamate to help protect 
against UVA and UVB rays

An alternative to sunscreen 
lotions, is sunscreen clothing, 
or UV protective swimwear. 
Check out these cool duds 
from Coolibar.com. Swim shirt, 
swim tights and swim skirt 
block 98% UV (UPF 50+)

http://www.nwdiveandtravelexpo.com/
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shark tales

Edited by
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US to end shark finning
US fishermen now must bring their shark catches to shore with fins 
still attached. The new rule, put forward last week by the US fisheries 
service aims to prevent fishermen from slicing fins off vulnerable spe-
cies and discarding the rest at sea. Shark finning is already illegal in 
the US and elsewhere, but the ban is difficult to enforce. Right now, 
fishermen may land piles of fins separate from shark bodies, so long 
as the fins weigh less than 5 percent of the total catch. The new 
rule, which will come into effect in time for the shark-fishing season in 
June, is part of a plan to help badly overfished populations of sharks 
recover. It will only protect sharks until 2012, when fisheries managers 
will re-evaluate the stocks. ■ SOURCE: NEWSCIENTIST.COM

EU has plan to save sharks

The  US 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has decided that the seizure of 
the 29,407 kg of shark fins was not legitimate because the ship was 
not actually a fishing vessel. The US seizure of $618,956 worth of the 
fins—used in Asian soups—from the King Diamond II, an American 
vessel stopped about 250 miles off the coast of Guatemala in 2002, 
was deemed unlawful. According to a 2000 US law, it is illegal for a 

“fishing vessel” to possess shark fins without the 
rest of the carcass. The Hong Kong firm, Tai Loong 
Hong, argued the boat was not a 
fishing vessel and was engaged 
only in trading. The Hong Kong 
firm had bought the shark fins 
from other boats at sea.
“In the absence of any other 

indication in the statutes or the 
regulations, a vessel engaged 

in such trade has reason 
to believe that it is not 
subject to the possession 
prohibition as a fishing 

vessel,” the court said. ■ 

 
In US court battle, shark fins win

Fishing 
vessel – 
or not? “A real live shark 

for just $ 49.99” 
Fancy your own shark?  

Now you can adopt one at 
Iemanya Oceanica, a non-profit 
shark conservation organization. 

By adopting a shark you will be 
contributing to shark research 
and conservation. Information on 
the location and movements of 
tagged sharks will provide impor-
tant knowledge that will assist us 
make recommendations for the 
design of more effective con-
servation efforts and protective 

measures for sharks. For adopting 
a shark, you will receive a member-
ship package that includes your 
Certificate of Shark Adoption, an 
Adopt-a-Shark T-shirt, post-cards, 
stickers and bumper sticker, and a 
subscription to the electronic news-
letter. ■

www.adoptashark.com

A senior marine scientist has wel-
comed European Commission 
proposals for a shark conservation 
action plan. Sarah Fowler, co-
chairwoman of the IUCN shark spe-
cialist group, described the plan 
as great news for the creatures. 
About 32 percent of shark species 
that are found in the northeastern 
Atlantic are said to be threatened 
with extinction. The main threats to 
the slow-growing creatures were 
overfishing and being caught in 
nets as bycatch. The EU, pri-
marily Spain, is a major 
exporter of shark fins 
to China and Hong 
Kong.
 Species such as 
the angel shark and 
common skate were 
among the species 
to be assessed as “criti-
cally endangered” by the 
IUCN Red List, which was last 
updated in 2007. The structure 
of the Commission’s proposal is 
great; it makes me very optimistic,” 
Ms Fowler said to BCC News.
It is long overdue that the EU looks 
at itself when it comes to catching 
sharks.

EU is the worst offender
The Community Action Plan for 
Sharks, which will be presented 
to the European Parliament and 
member nations at the end of 

the year, is designed to reverse 
the decline of sharks in European 
waters. 
 “The European Union, the sec-
ond largest shark catching com-
munity in the world and the largest 
exporter of frozen shark fins, should 
lead shark conservation by exam-
ple instead of undermining shark 
protection laws in countries with 
vulnerable ecosystems like French 
Polynesia. The EU should act at 

once 
to stop 
the IUU fishing by the Spanish 
vessels in the Pacific,” comment-
ed Ricardo Aguilar, Director of 
Investigations for Oceana Europe 
in their press release December 5, 
2007.
 The EU has recognized that 

declines in other fish stocks have 
made sharks a more valuable 
fisheries resource. Thus, shark fish-
eries have experienced rapid 
growth since the mid-1980s due 
to an increased demand for shark 
products. Between 1984 and 2004, 
world catches of sharks grew from 
600,000 to more than 810,000 
tonnes.
 The UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization brought forward an 
inter- national plan of 

action for the 
conservation 
and manage-
ment of sharks, 

but the EU did not 
adopt all of the voluntary 

measures. The European 
Commission said that it did 

not feel the measures adopt-
ed by member states were 

sufficient to rebuild the deplet-
ed populations of sharks. Now it 

seems that the EU has changed its 
postion on the matter.
 The key to the success of the EU 
action plan would be the effec-
tive management of the waters, 
which would be underpinned by 
improved data. This would include 
improved investment in catch, bio-
logical and trade data. It would 
also be necessary to be able to 
assess threats to populations, and 
identify and protect critical habi-
tats, said Ms Fowler. ■

http://www.airasia.com
http://www.adoptashark.com
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Scientists from the CSIRO Wealth 
from Oceans National Research 
Flagship recently fitted acous-
tic tags to 50 gulper sharks, 
swellsharks and green eye dogfish 
near Port Lincoln, South Australia. 
They will track the sharks move-
ments in a closed area designed 
to protect the gulper shark—a 
species which is severely deplet-
ed over much of its range and 
is nominated for protection 

Deep-sea Sharks Get Wired

Scientists are track-
ing sharks off the 
Australian coast with 
acoustic devices.

under the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 
1999. The research applied tag-
ging techniques never before 
tested at such depths and devel-
oped new handling practices to 
minimise stress caused by the tag 
and release process. The sharks 
were caught and tagged from 

the South Australian Research 
and Development 

Institute (SARDI) 

Marine Research Vessel 
Ngerin, with fishing assist-
ance provided by scientists 
from the Australian Maritime 
College National Centre 
for Marine Conservation 
and Resource Sustainability. 
Some sharks were released 
at the surface while others 
were lowered to the seabed 
in large cages fitted with 
video surveillance systems to 
monitor their recovery. 
 The sharks will be tracked 
for the next three years by 
a network of 24 acoustic lis-
tening stations moored 100 
metres off the complex and 
steep seabed. These listen-
ing stations were deployed 
with pinpoint accuracy using 
the precise positioning capa-
bilities of the Marine National 
Facility. Four listening sta-

tions raised for an early preview 
have detected a flurry of activity, 
receiving 5700 acoustic ‘pings’ 
in five days from 42 of the sharks 
moving in all directions.
 This large scale experiment, the 
deepest of its kind in the world, 
will be important to understand 
the balance between main-
taining fisheries, and protecting 
the marine ecosystem, says Dr 
Williams, a CSIRO Wealth from 
Oceans Flagship scientist. ■

Deep-sea sharks have 
been tagged and tracked 
and their habitats precise-
ly mapped in world-first 
research to test the con-
servation value of areas 
closed to commercial fish-
ing. 

Gulper shark, 
Centrophorus granu-

losus. From plate 3 of Oceanic 
Ichthyology by G. Brown Goode and 

Tarleton H. Bean, published 1896

A shark tagged by Mote 
Marine Laboratory scientists 
off Pensacola, Florida, spent 
nearly 11 years at liberty 
before being caught last 
May by a fisherman who 
returned the tag to Mote. The 
tag return marks the longest 
period of time between tag-

ging and recapture 

in the 
17-year 
history of 
Mote’s shark-tagging pro-
gram. The male Atlantic 
sharpnose shark was tagged 
by Mote scientists while 
aboard a National Marine 
Fisheries Service research 
cruise in the northern Gulf 
of Mexico in 1996. The shark 
was caught again 11 years 
later by charter boat Capt. 
Kenny Bellais off Ship Island 

Mississippi, about 103 nautical 
miles from the area where 
it was originally tagged. This 
tag return—and others like 
it—help scientists in Mote’s 
Congressionally designated 

Center for Shark 
Research track 

the growth, 
seasonal-

ity and 
migra-

tion of sharks along the 
Gulf Coast and the Florida 
Keys to better understand 
the status of wild shark popu-
lations and how they 
might be affected 
by human influences. 
Mote has tagged more 
than16,000 sharks of 16 spe-
cies in U.S. waters since 1991. 
■

Atlantic sharpnose shark
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shark tales
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Shark Recaptured 11 Years After 
Being Tagged by Mote Marine 
Laboratory
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Leaping stingray collides with 
woman—both died
A US woman on a boat off the Florida 
Keys has died after a 75lb (34kg) spotted 
eagle ray leapt up and struck her. The 
force of the blow knocked the woman in 
her mid fifties over, and her head struck 
the deck of the vessel in what officials 
called a “bizarre incident”.  
 “It is the most freakish accident I have 
heard. The chances of this occurring 
are so remote that most of us are com-
pletely astonished that this happened” 
said Jorge Pino of Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission. 
 The ray died in the impact. Mrs Judy 
Kay Zagorski, from Michigan, was 
pronounced dead in hospital. The 
incident occurred near the town of 
Marathon in southern Florida. The 
spotted eagle ray resembles a 
stingray and has a stinging 
barb at the base of its 
tail. They are common 
in warm or tropical 
waters. ■
.

Are sharks catching on to human techniques for tagging them 
and learning how to avoid them? That’s the theory of Steve 
Kessel, an Earth and Ocean Sciences PhD student who 
has spent the past three years working at the world-
renowned Bimini Biological Field Station, also known as 
Shark Lab, in the Bahamas. Steve is studying population 
trends among lemon sharks and 
believes current research tech-
niques may underestimate num-
bers, because sharks are getting wise 
to human methods of counting. 
 The sharks do seem to be getting smarter and 
learning our techniques. They’ve realised it’s not a 
good thing to be eating this free food anymore, says  Steve 
Kessel.
 Traditional methods of tagging sharks have involved 
putting bait on a long line, then implanting a transmitter 

Can Certain Metals Repel Sharks 
From Fishing Gear? The two newly discovered species of 

wobbegong sharks have made their 
public debut in the scientific journal, 
Zootaxa. The wobbegong sharks were 
found off the south west coast of Western 
Australia.

“When I first saw the floral banded wob-
begong, it looked similar to the species 
many fishers know as the cobbler wob-
begong (Sutorectus tentaculatus), but 
on closer inspection there were some 
very obvious differences that help define 
it as a separate species,” writes WA 
Department of Fisheries shark researcher 
Justin Chidlow in a press release.

The colour of the floral banded species 
was mainly dark brown with yellowish 
blotches on the upper surface and white 
on the underbelly, whereas the adult of 
the dwarf spotted was a lighter yellowish 
brown with large white blotches on top 
and creamy coloured underneath.

Wobbegongs, which are often sold in 
fish shops under the name of carpet 
shark, are probably the most common 
shark species seen by divers. It’s amazing 
to think that the new species has been 
present off that coast, but that it’s only 
now that they have been formally identi-
fied as separate and been added to the 
list of known wobbegong species. ■

Sharks in captivity avoid metals 
that react with seawater to pro-
duce an electric field, a behavior 
that may help fishery biologists 
develop a strategy to reduce the 
bycatch of sharks in longline gear. 
A recent study by NOAA scientists 
and colleagues on captive juvenile 
sandbar sharks showed the pres-
ence of an electropositive alloy, 

in this case palladium neodymium, 
clearly altered the swimming pat-
terns of individual animals and 
temporarily deterred feeding in 
groups of sharks. Electric fields gen-
erated by electropositive alloys are 
believed to deter or repel sharks by 
overloading their sensory systems. 
Individual sandbar sharks would 
generally not approach the metal 

ingots closer than about 24 inch-
es, nor attack pieces of cut bait 
suspended within approximately 
12 inches. This study clearly 
shows the alloy has the poten-
tial to repel sharks from pelagic 
longline fishing gear so they are 
not caught as bycatch, but the 
optimal size and shape of the 
alloy and other factors needs to 
be determined, says Richard Brill, 
a research scientist at NOAA’s 
Northeast Fisheries Science Center 
and head of the Cooperative 
Marine Education and Research 
(CMER) Program at the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science. 
 This study by Brill and colleagues 
is among the first to rigorously 
test the use of rare earth materi-
als on repelling elasmobranchs, 
and supports a recent study using 
metal alloys to repel spiny dogfish 
conducted by NOAA researchers 
in Oregon.
 Results of the sandbar shark 
study were presented at a NOAA-
sponsored shark deterrent work-
shop in Boston in April 2008. ■
SOURCE: NOAA NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Are sharks getting smarter?
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What we would like to 
avoid. Bull shark caught in 
net where it drowns

once it bites. 
Steve is using other 

techniques to tag sharks, 
including using skiffs to cor-

ral them into shallow water 
where they can be netted, 

and aerial surveys for abun-
dance counts. ■

Wobbegong
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Sea Shepherd Supports 
Responsible Shark Diving
The recent death of a scuba diver who was bitten by a shark 
during an organized shark dive has sparked an intense pub-
lic debate about the safety and ethics of diving with sharks. 
Irresponsible media have falsely vilified both sharks and reputa-
ble shark diving operations, causing irrational reactions in many. 
In response, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society has joined 
forces with Shark Savers and Blue Sphere Media to deliver a 
petition to the Bahamas Diving Association and the Bahamas 
Ministry of Tourism in support of diving with sharks.

Captain Paul Watson, Founder and President 
of Sea Shepherd, has issued the following statement 
on the safety of diving with sharks:

“Less than five people a year die from shark bites, yet every 
time a human dies because of a shark bite, the media goes 
on a hysterical binge of shark hatred. It’s completely irrational. 
Approximately 100 people a year die from ostrich attacks. Dogs 
bite over 50,000 people a year and kill over 100. This makes 
dogs and ostriches 20 times more dangerous than sharks, yet 
we don’t call for the eradication of big birds and puppies. On 
the other hand, humans slaughter tens of millions of sharks a 
year for soup. Which species is the monster?

“Shark Savers, a New York-based 
grassroots conservation group, 
has partnered with Sea Shepherd 
Conservation Society and Blue Sphere 
Media to rally the support of the div-
ing community by releasing a peti-
tion in favor of the right to dive with 
sharks without cages. The coalition 
developed the petition in response 
to the media’s reaction to the recent 
fatal, tragic accident in which a diver 
died in the Bahamas after being bit-
ten by a shark. The dive community 
was deeply saddened by the news. In 
addition, many were taken aback at 
the news because, contrary to popular misconceptions, human 
accidents involving sharks are extremely rare, especially when 
diving with them. Before the accident, no known fatalities had 
occurred in the decades of commercial shark diving expedi-
tions. The petition, housed at www.sharksavers.org provides 
conservationists, divers, photographers, filmmakers, and others 
throughout the world an opportunity to express their continued 
support for shark diving, responsible shark diving operations, 
and the sharks themselves.” www.seasheperd.org ■

NOAA Outlines Shark 
Conservation Measures
NOAA’s Fisheries Service has outlined new measures to prevent overfish-
ing and rebuild the number of sandbar and other shark species. The public 
may comment on the final environmental impact statement (FEIS) until 
May 19. The measures in the FEIS include revised quotas and a ban on cut-
ting fins off before landing a shark. A final rule is expected to be published 
in June and implemented 30 days later. The number of sandbar sharks was 
between 20 and 38 percent of the population 
in the early 20th century before fishing began 

on sharks. Recent stock assessments 
indicate that sandbar, por-

bea-
gle, and 
dusky sharks 
are severely 
overfished 

and therefore 
drastic measures need to be taken to begin rebuild-
ing. It has been illegal to catch dusky sharks since 
2000, but these sharks are taken incidentally when 
fishermen seek other species. ■

Philippines Raises Alarm Over 
Slaughter of Thresher Sharks
The Philippines expressed alarm over the commercial hunting of the thresh-
er shark, considered a vulnerable species worldwide. They said there had 
been a wholesale slaughter of the shark with the spectacular tail, consid-
ered a delicacy in Chinese restaurants here.
 “We should stop this slaughter to preserve the ecological balance of 
our priceless natural heritage,” said Environment and Natural Resources 
Secretary Joselito Atienza. Local marine conservationist Gerry Reyes said 
many of the sharks were caught in the Verde Passage off the south coast 
of the main Philippine island of Luzon, which the government has designat-
ed a protected area. Patrols have recently seized thresher sharks caught 
by local fishermen living on the northern edge of the Verde Passage. The 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), which put the 
thresher shark on its “vulnerable” list last year, says the Verde Passage has 

the highest concentration of marine life 
in the world. ■Huge increase in number  

of sharks off Spanish coasts
Spanish scientists have reported a ten-fold increase in the 
number of sharks spotted off popular tourist beaches in north 
eastern Spain. The CRAM Foundation in Cataluña, for the 
Conservation and Recovery of Marine Animals, has noted 
in a recent report that shark numbers are on the increase 
off the coast of north eastern Spain. Up to 20 sharks and ray 
were recorded last year, a marked increase on previous fig-
ures, which showed only two in both 2006 and 2005, and five 
in 2004. It’s an unexplained phenomenon that has received 
attention not only in the press in Cataluña, but CRAM says 
surface water temperatures have remained more or less 
unchanged in the past five years, and add that there is 
insufficient data to establish any relationship between these 
events and certain changes in weather patterns. ■

Approximately 100 people a year die from ostrich 
attacks. Dogs bite over 50,000 people a year and kill 

over 100. This makes dogs and ostriches 20 times 
more dangerous than sharks, yet we don’t call for  

the eradication of big birds and puppies.  
—Capt. Paul Watson, SeaSheperd.org

The beach at L’Estartit, Cataluña, North Eastern Spain. The bathers 
probably being blissfully unawares that the shark population has 
increased vastly

More hammerheads are now 
patrolling the Spanish coast
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Thresher shark

Capt. Paul Watson
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If we exclude relatively rare locomotive 
actions such as swinging through the 
branches of trees or jumping, terrestrial 
creatures basically have only one form 
of getting around, walking/running. 
Marine creatures, however, have sev-
eral for they live in a three-dimensional 
world in which they can move more 
or less at will, with their range of action 
in this aqueous world constrained only 
by the upper surface of the oceans 
and the sea bed. There may be some 
constraint imposed by pressure differ-
ences between the upper water and 
the depths, but within quite large limits, 
marine creatures can move around 
just where they like. Humans have had 
to invent machines, for example aero-
planes and submarines, to overcome 
similar restraints imposed by their milieu.
 One of the primary differences, in this 

context, between terrestrial animals and 
those that live in water is that the density 
of marine creatures, about 1050 kg m-3, 
is close to the density of their environ-
ment i.e. sea water, which has a density 
ranging from about 1020 to 1029 kg m-3 
(although deep in the oceans, under 
high pressure, it can be 1050 kg m-3, or 
more). This is definitely not the case for 
terrestrial animals whose milieu is the air 
with a density of only about 1.2 kg m-3 
at ordinary temperatures and pressures. 
This means that, unlike the land-based 
creatures, the marine creatures can 
utilise their milieu in their different forms 
of locomotion whereas, with the excep-
tion of birds and some insects, terrestrial 
creatures do not utilise the atmosphere 
at all to move around.
 A second important difference is the 
fact that, compared to air with a vis-

How marine animals get around

Size and movement 
style comparison of 
an average diver 
and a blue whale 
(Balaenoptera  
musculus)

CHRIS HUH

The way an animal gets around 
in the sea and or in the air 
depends, fundamentally, on 
the density and viscosity of its 
milieu. Birds use the low density 
and viscosity of the atmosphere 
to fly or glide, with the range of 
their movement being limited 
only by their endurance and 
the height to which they can 
fly. This is similar to the fishes 
and similar marine creatures 
who can also move three-
dimensionally within their aque-
ous milieu though unlike the 
terrestrial creatures which live 
on the, essentially, two dimen-

sional surface of the earth. The 
latter have evolved locomotive 
mechanisms which are suited 
to movement dominated by 
gravity. In the case of humans, 
for example, a two-legged 
mode of locomotion suited to 
this situation has evolved. To a 
certain extent, birds may seem 
to be independent of gravity 
as they fly around in the air. 
However, unlike marine crea-
tures in their aqueous milieu, 
if they stop flying they imme-
diately crash to the ground 
– unless, of course, they can 
glide for a little while. 
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LIFT

FORWARD FORCE

REACTIVE
FORCE

THRUST BY 
FISH TAIL

cosity of about 0.02x10-3 
Nsm-2 at 20ºC, water 
has the much higher viscos-
ity of 1x10-3 Nsm-2, i.e. about 
50 times greater. And this has 
affected the evo- lution of the 
different modes of locomotion that 
are to be found among marine crea-
tures. Unlike for the terrestrial creatures, 
size plays a great part in what mode of 
locomotion has been evolved by marine 
creatures. For even quite small terrestrial 
creatures, even those down to almost 
microbial size the viscosity of air places 
no significant limitation on how theses 
organisms get around. Even the tiniest 
ant or aphid, for example, does not find 
the viscosity of air much impedance to 
their movement. This is in sharp contrast 
to small organisms in water whose move-
ment is greatly affected by the water vis-
cosity which for humans would seem like 

swimming through treacle.
 Thus, we see that the two 

most important factors for the develop-
ment of types of locomotion of marine 
creatures are that sea water, relative to 
air, has both a high density and a high 
viscosity. 
 Depending on their size and body con-
struction different strategies have been 
evolved by the different marine spe-
cies for getting around in their aquatic 
environment. Evolution has, as always, 
ensured that these strategies are the 
most effective, be it in terms of energy 
used, manoeuvrability or speed. These 
strategies are the result of millions of 
years of evolutionary selection during 
which the more efficient swimmers will be 
better at surviving. So, what has evolution 
produced?

How fish swim
As any swimmer knows, water restrains 
movement, especially if one tries to 
move quickly or suddenly. This is due to 
the viscosity of the water. Divers, espe-
cially, will also know that fishes can 
certainly move rapidly and abruptly in 
spite of this; and furthermore, unlike the 
human swimmer, they can move very 
smoothly.
 Marine creatures can move around in 
a number of ways of which swimming by 
fishes is by far the most important. Fish 
swim in basically two sorts of way, either 
by undulation of their bodies or by using 
their fins as oars i.e. rowing.

Undulation
In undulation, a contraction of the mus-
cles down each side of the body in turn 
causes a sinusoidal wave to pass from 
the head to the tail. The amplitude of this 
wave increases as it passes down along 
the body of the fish. This provides thrust 
forces, arising from the reaction of the 
push of the fish against the dense and 
viscous water, forcing the fish forwards. 

Diagram 1

The reactive force can be resolved into 
(i) a forward thrust in the direction of 
motion and (ii) a lateral force generally 
called the lift, although it actually is in the 
horizontal plane, at right-angles to the 
direction of motion.

Diagram 2

The lift force, which actually causes a 
slight transient lateral movement, can-

cels out over one complete stroke of the 
tail. The fish therefore moves forward by 
a certain amount for each completed 
oscillation. The distance travelled in one 
cycle of undulation is called the stride 
length. This is a unit of motion analogous 
to that used to characterise the motion 
of the legged terrestrial animals.
 The resulting forward thrust force is, 
however, not completely available for 
moving the fish forward because there 
are also retarding forces known as the 
drag forces. There are (i) the pressure 
drag at the front of the fish as it swims 
through the dense water (ii) the frictional 
forces at the skin in contact with the 
moving water (iii) the vortices formed 
behind the moving fish.

Diagram 3

Although little can be done to reduce 
the turbulent vortex drag to zero it 
can be minimised by having a stream-
lined shape like that of the Tuna fish. 
Furthermore, a streamlined shape will 
lead to a reduction in the pressure drag 
at the nose of the fish. The friction drag 
is reduced in many fishes by means of a 
slime, excreted through the skin, which 
also helps to maintain the lamina flow of 
water past the skin i.e. avoiding the drag 
which occurs when turbulence occurs.

Control
It is one thing to create movement but 
quite another to control it and make it 
directed and thereby useful. For a fish, 
control can be described in terms of the 
movement of an aeroplane.

Diagram 4

DORSAL FINS

PELVIC FIN

PECTORAL FIN

GIL 
COVER

ANAL FINS
CAUDAL

LATERAL LINE

VORTEX  
DRAGFRICTIONPRESSURE 

DRAG

FRICTION

science Locomotion

VISCOSITY
This is the property of a liquid where-
by it tends to resist relative motion 
within itself. If different layers of fluid 
move with different velocities, viscous 
forces arise. In SI units, it is measured 
in Newton seconds per square meter, 
Nsm-2 or Pascal seconds, Pas.
 Some people still prefer to use the 
old nomenclature of poise and centi-
poise, where one poise is equal to 
10-1 Nsm-2 
 Some examples given in centi-poise 
at 20ºC.

Air 0.02
Water 1.0
Ethanol 1.2
Olive oil 84
75% sucrose solution 2328

NOAA

A Yellow-fin tuna. The tuna family 
of fish are some of the fastest crea-
tures in the sea with some species 
clocking in at 100km per hour
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Roll: 
The control of roll is carried out 
by the dorsal and anal fins.

Pitch:
Pitch is controlled by the pelvic fins 
(mostly) and the pectoral fins.

Yaw: 
Yaw is controlled by the pectoral fins.

Direction: 
As a boat requires some sort of a 
rudder to control the direction of motion, 
fish, too, can control their direction with 
the help of the caudal fin and the pec-
torals.

‘Rowing’ with fins
Although the fins are used primarily for 
control purposes they can also be used 
for propulsion. Some fish use their pec-
toral fins as hydrofoils, and others use 
them to row with. Marine turtles beat 
their fore flippers to attain speeds of up 
to 5km per hour. In a similar way whales 
swim by beating a hydrofoil, in this case, 
it is the single fin of the tail that beats up 
and down. This is unlike the vertical tails 
of tunas that beat from side to side. This 
is apparently a very effective means of 
propulsion, for whales can attain speeds 
of up to 45km per hour and more in 
sprints while the Black Tuna can attain 
speeds of more than 100km per hour. 
(The sailfish is considered the fastest fish 
in the sea at over 110km per hour.)  
 A fish thus needs 
specialised and strong 
muscles to move it 
through the viscous 
water: it also needs 
a strong skeleton to 
support these muscles 
which can make up to 
80 percent and more 
of the body mass of 
the fish. And of all the 
vertebrates the skele-
ton of a fish is the most 
complex. 
 In fish, the body and 
tail act as a single unit. 
However, although 
the cetaceans use 
the same undulation 

movement 
for propulsion 

it is only the tail that 
is involved and not 
the main body, which 
takes little part in the 
locomotion. 
 The largest of the ceta-
ceans are the whales; the 
blue whale, for example, can 
be up to 30m long and can 
weigh up to 150 tons. Their buoy-
ancy, however, is such that they are 
nearly weightless in their milieu, but they 
still have a large inertial mass, which 
requires a lot of energy to move around. 
For this, it needs both strong muscles 
and a correspondingly strong skeleton to 
attach them to. Not only that, it needs 
an efficient method of propulsion. This 
means that like all other creatures, be 
they marine or terrestrial, it has to be par-
simonious in its use of energy.
 That whales have adapted to live 
a weight-free existence can be seen 
from the fact that when they become 
beached their bodies tend to collapse 
under the, for them, unaccustomed 
force of gravity.

Jet  
propulsion

Another often 
used form of 

locomotion is the 
jet propulsion used 
by the jelly fish 
and squid. Special 

muscles, coronal 
muscles, on the under-

side of the bell contract and push 
water out of the bell. In compliance with 
the conservation of momentum, the jel-
lyfish move in the opposite direction to 
the thrust of the water jet. This jet is not 
very powerful, though, as the expelled 
water jet has only a low speed; they are 
therefore not capable of countering the 
power of oceanic currents and waves.

Non-muscular  
forms of locomotion
The different forms of motion that we 
have considered above have all been 
based on muscle power acting on a 
skeleton. However, invertebrate plank-
tonic larvae such as echinoderms, anne-
lids, and molluscs depend not on mus-
cle power for locomotion but on cilia; 
and spermatozoa swim using flagella 
that form their tails. Protozoa move by 
means of cilia, flagella or pseudopodia. 
As a curiosity some of the most primitive 
forms of life, the amoebae, can move 
at speeds that, relative to their absolute 
size, are quite impressive. Of course, 
unlike for other much larger aquatic 
creatures, the viscosity of water plays a 
significant role for their locomotion.

Non-swimmers
Although we have discussed the loco-
motive behaviour of aquatic creatures, 
which generally live completely within 

science
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their 
aque-

ous milieu, some 
creatures do exist at the limits of 
this milieu. The water skaters, for 
example, live at the interface of 
the water and the atmosphere 
(See X-RAY MAG, no.6, 2005). 
However, these can be consid-
ered as walkers on dry land. On 
the other hand, there are other 
creatures such as the crustacea 
which, although they do live com-
pletely immersed in the aquatic 
milieu, move about on the sea 
bed. In fact, they too, like terres-
trial animals live in a 2D world.

Divers
In the context of this article, we 
can consider divers as aquatic 
creatures. So how do they com-
pare with the fishes, say? Are 
there lessons to be learned from 
the aquatic animals? Divers 
are certainly not very stream-
lined, although much can be 
done to improve this. 
(See Cedric Verdier’s 
article about efficiency 
in rebreather kits in 
X-RAY MAG no. 16, 2007). 
Compared with a tuna 
fish which, as we have 
seen, can swim at 
speeds of over 
100km per hour, 
olympic swim-
mers can only 

attain 
speeds of up to 

about 8.5km per hour, which is 
not much greater than walk-
ing speed—we humans are 

really not very good at getting 
around in water without the use 
of prosthetic devices such as flip-
pers on our feet. On land, how-
ever, sprinters over 100 meters 
can attain speeds of up to 37km 
per hour. 
 Can divers 
learn anything 
from the different 
forms of locomo-
tion of aquatic 
creatures? Of 
course, they 
have copied the 
flippers or fins of 
sea lions and fish 
to improve their 

speeds through 
the water. 
But swim-
mers have 
also copied the rough skins 
of sharks, which are cov-

ered with thousands 
of small teeth, to 
make low-friction 

swimsuits, for exam-
ple the new Speedo© 

swimsuits. These have 
the function of main-
taining a stable thin 
layer of water close 
to the body thereby 
reducing the resist-

ance when the swim-

mer is mov-
ing through the 
water. Although 
the improvement 
is only slight, it does 
ensure that the shark 
has a significant advan-
tage over most of its prey. 
And so it is with competition 
swimmers, for it is estimated that 

these new 
suits can 
reduce 
record 
times by 
up to two 
percent, 
which 
certainly 
gives the 
wearers of 
such suits 
an advan-
tage. 
Perhaps 

divers could obtain an advan-
tage if wetsuits were designed 
with such surfaces, for it is clear 
that energy could be saved.   

Reference
For anyone interested in animal 
locomotion in general, I can 
recommend Principles of Animal 
Locomotion, R. McNeill Alexander, 
2003, Princeton University Press. It 
is somewhat mathematical but 
looks at all forms of locomotion on 
the land and in the sea and air. ■

CLYDE MUIRSHELL

science Locomotion

Scaly wetsuits for divers? How about this model from a 1696 
illustration by Johann Zahn, Germany, of a merman com-
plete with scales said to be caught in the Baltic Sea in 1531NOAA
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